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Abstract: A novel wideband printed monopole antenna is proposed covering frequency
spectrum of wireless local area network (WLAN) and the Worldwide Interoperability
for Microwave Access (WiMAX). The total antenna size is 30 × 48 × 1.6 mm³ in which
it consists of a G-shaped slotted printed antenna and a defected ground plane.
Theoretical and experimental characteristics are presented and compared. The antenna
yields an achieved impedance bandwidth of 95.1% between 2.374 GHz and 6.682 GHz
at a reflection coefficient |S11| ≤ -10 dB.The results including S-parameters, surface
current distribution, VSWR, radiation patterns and antenna gains; in addition to a
reasonable and stable radiation pattern and power gain.
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1. Introduction
Recently, the trends and demands towards wireless communications such as WLAN and
WiMAX have been widely increased and leads to an antenna that has a compact size, light
weight, ease of fabrication and large bandwidth. Therefore, various types of antenna have been
reported in literature to operate along the WLAN and WiMAX frequency bands [1-9].
Different techniques have been proposed providing dual, triple or four band performances such
as parasitic inverted U-shaped [1], paw shaped [2], C- and L- shaped [3], split ring slot [4], Tshaped [5] and umbrella printed dipole [6]. Furthermore, a coplanar waveguide (CPW) fed
monopole antenna [1], coupling fed plate [7] and defected ground plane [5, 8] are other
methods have been used to improve the impedance bandwidth of the antenna and
simultaneously improved the antenna performance. In this article, a wideband G-shaped slotted
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Figure 1. Geometry of the proposed antenna (in mm); (a) Top View, (b) Bottom view.
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printed monopole
m
anten
nna covering the operating band from 2.37 GHz up too 6.68 GHz iss
introduced for possible use
u to satisfy the
t requiremennt of WLAN annd WiMAX appplications. Thee
total dimeensions of the proposed anteenna are 30 × 48 × 1.6 mm3. It should be noted that thee
dimensionn of the propossed antenna sm
maller than the previous
p
publiished work in [9]
[ about 15.688
% improvved size. The proposed workk has the dimeension of 14400 mm2, compaare to previouss
work in [99] which has th
he dimension of
o 1685 mm2. It
I is confirmedd that new deveelopment of G-shaped slootted printed raadiator and etcching of a defeccted area on thhe ground planee, two resonantt
frequencies and broad impedance banndwidth can bee achieved. Dettails of the prooposed antennaa
ntal and simulaated results of the fabricated prototype are presented andd
design; booth experimen
discussedd in the followin
ng sections.
nna Design
2. Anten
The coonfiguration off the proposed antenna is illuustrated in Fig.1. The antennaa comprises thee
G-shapedd slotted mono
opole that is quite
q
similar to
t the publisheed data in [2]].The previouss
publishedd data in [10] provide dual wideband frequencies whicch have fluctuuation at 4.5288
GHz. In this antenna design,
d
an impprovement havve been made by changing the
t size of thee
a
resulteed wideband performances.T
p
The proposed antenna
a
deployyed on an FR44
defected areathat
substrate material with relative permiittivity, εr = 4.4, thickness, h = 1.6 mm. The
T radiator iss
printed onn the top side of FR4substraate coveringthe dimension area
a
of 10 × 166 mm2. Figuree
1(a) show
ws that G-shaped slotted is etched on rectaangular patch radiator
r
that is fed by a 26 ×
2.96 mm2 50 Ω micros trip line. Throough the simuulated results, it
i is found thatt the operatingg
frequencies of WLAN and
a WiMAX obtained
o
after G-slot introduuced. The uppeer arm, Ws andd
m, Ls of G-sh
haped slotted are
a found respponsible to resonate the uppper and lowerr
lower arm
frequencies of WLAN
N and WiMA
AX respectivelly. In order to improve thhe impedancee
bandwidthh of the propossed antenna, thhe defected areea with the sizee of 4 × 4 mm2 was etched onn
the top off the ground plane. The impedance bandwiddth of the propposed antenna achieved
a
aboutt
95.1 % from
fr
2.374 – 6.682
6
GHz com
mpared to prevvious publish work in [5] which
w
not fullyy
covered the
t WLAN/WiiMAX frequenncy range. To verify the sim
mulated results, the proposedd
antenna was
w fabricated and tested. Thhe physical prrototype of thee proposed anttenna shows inn
Figure 2.

Figure
F
2. Practiical prototype of proposed anntenna
metric Study
3. Param
A. Effect of the Width, Ws and Lengthh, Lsof G-slot
t
a
and Ls(low
wer arm- as shhown in Fig. 1))
In ordder to quantify the effects of theW
s (upper arm)
on the prroposed antenn
na, the parameetric studies were
w
carried ouut by using CS
ST Microwavee
Studio. Figure 3 and Figure
F
4 exhibiit the return loosses of variouus dimensions of Ws and Ls
a
respectiveely. From Figuure 3, it can be
b seen that byy
without thhe existing of the defected area
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slightly inncreased the width of Ws, thee upper frequenncy of the propposed antenna will
w be slightlyy
shifted. Itt showed that th
he width of Ws can control thhe resonant freqquency at the upper
u
band.

Figuree 3. Simulated return loss witth various Ws (upper
(
arm)

Figure 4. Simulated return loss witth various Ls (llower arm)
while, Figure 4 depicted the simulated retuurn losses of vaarious dimension of Ls. From
m
Meanw
the figuree, it can be ob
bserved that whhen the lengthh of Ls starts too increase from
m 4.5 mm, thee
proposed antenna tendss to resonate at lower frequuency band. This
T
indicates that the lowerr
frequencyy of the propossed antenna deppends on the leength of Ls. Thhe effect of the Ws and Ls cann
be observved through thee surface currennt distribution as shown in Figure 9. It can been seen thatt
at the low
wer frequenciess band; 2.4, 2.55, 3.5 GHz andd for the upper frequencies baand; 5.2/5.5/5.88
GHz, the current has high concentrattion at Ls and Ws part respecctively. It can be concluded,,
u
arm (Ws) of G-slot coontrol the highher frequenciess band meanw
while the lowerr
that the upper
frequencies band was co
ontrolled by low
wer arm(Ls)off G-slot.
B. Effect of the Width, Wd and Lengthh, Ld of Defecteed Area on Groound Plane
w
and the leength of the deffected ground plane areother important design parameterss
The width
that influenced the perfformance of thhe proposed anntenna characteeristic. These parameters
p
aree
w “Wd” and “Ld”.
denoted with
Throuugh figure 5 an
nd figure 6, it can
c be seen thaat by graduallyy increased thee Wd and Ld, itt
will affecct the impedan
nce bandwidthh of the propoosed antenna, respectively. Through
T
thesee
parametriic studies, it can
c be observeed that by graadually increassed the Ld, it will
w affect thee
impedancce bandwidth. The
T optimal dim
mension of Ld was set to 4 mm
m which gave a relative
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Figure 5. Simulated return loss with various Wd (width of defected ground plane)
bandwidth of 95.1% compared to others value that resulted dual band and decreased the
relative bandwidth performances. Meanwhile, the width of defected area Wd was remain intent
as in [10] because there is no significant differences in impedance bandwidth for over 4 mm.
From these observations, it proves that the defected ground plane is one of the techniques to
improve resonant frequency and impedance bandwidth of the antennaas mentioned in [11].To
verify the performance of the defected ground plane, the comparison of the simulated return
loss, S11 with and without defected ground plane of the proposed antenna is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 6. Simulated return loss with various Ld (length of defected ground plane)

Figure 7. Comparison of return loss, S11 with and without defected ground plane.
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Table 1. Opptimized valuess of the prototyype
Param
meter
Vaalues (mm)
30
W
48
L
26
Lf
2.96
Wf
24
Lg
5.7
Ws
4.5
Ls
4
Ld
4
Wd
10
Wp
16
Lp
hen the defecteed area deployeed on the grouund plane, it wiill improve thee
It is noticed that, wh
o the proposeed antenna. Thhe impedance bandwidth off the proposedd
impedancce bandwidth of
antenna inncreased from 57.4% (over 2.434-4.42
2
GHzz) and 4.2% (oover 4.786-4.9996%) to 95.1%
%
(over 2.3774-6.682 GHzz). In summaryy, the operatingg frequency baand of the prooposed antennaa
were deteermined by thee width, Ws annd the length, Ls of the G-shaaped slotted. Meanwhile,
M
thee
width, Wd and length, Ld of defected area on the groound plane weere the others parameters
p
thatt
influencedd the impedance bandwidth of the proposeed antenna. Thee final optimizzed dimensionss
of the anttenna parameteer are summarizzed in Table 1..
4. Resullts And Discusssion
A. S-Parrameters
The siimulated and measured
m
returrn loss of the proposed
p
antennna is plotted in Figure 8. Ass
can be seen, the result reasonably
r
agrrees between siimulation and measurement. The measuredd
return losss slightly shiffted compared to the simulatted ones. Thiss frequency shhift is probablyy
caused byy the effect off SMA connecttor and fabricaation tolerance. This figure reveals
r
that thee
measurem
ment result for return loss, S111 is less than -110 dB over a bandwidth rangge of 2.37 up too
7 GHz coovering WLAN
N 2.4/5.2/5.8 annd WiMAX 2.55/3.5/5.5 bandss.

Figure 8. Simulated
S
and measured
m
returrn loss of the prroposed antennna
B. Surfacce Current Disstribution
The suurface current distribution off the proposedd antenna over different freqquencies at 2.4,,
2.5, 3.5, 5.2,
5 5.5 and 5.8 GHz showss in Figure 9. It
I can be observed that the surface
s
currentt
distributed close to thee feed line. Att these resonaant modes the current started to distributee
gular patch.
uniformlyy to the rectang
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure 9. Surface current distribution at (a) 2.4 GHz, (b)2.5 GHz, (c)3.5 GHz, (d)5.2 GHz,
(e)5.5 GHz and (f) 5.8 GHz
C. Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR)
The measured and simulated voltage standing wave ratios (VSWR) for the proposed
antenna are shows in Figure 10. There exists a good agreement between simulated and
measured results. It can be seen that, lower VSWR which is smaller than 2 achieved over the
entire frequency band from 2.4 to 5.8 GHz.

Figure10. Simulated and measured voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) of the proposed
antenna.
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D. Radiation Patterns
The simulated far-field radiation pattern on the E-plane (x-z plane) and H-plane (y-z plane)
at frequencies of 2.4, 2.5, 3.5, 5.2, 5.5 and 5.8 GHz are plotted in Figure 11. The antenna
shows a stable omnidirectional pattern in the E-plane and H-plane, respectively over the Wi-Fi,
WLAN and WiMAX spectrum bands.

(a)

(b)
(b)
Figure 11. Simulated radiation pattern of the proposed antenna at 2.4, 2.5, 3.5, 5.2, 5.5 and 5.8
GHz in the (a) X-Z plane and (b) Y-Z plane. “xxxx” simulated co-polarization, “oooo”
simulated cross-polarization.
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E. Antenna Gains

Figure 12. The gain of the proposed antenna.
Figure 12 depictsthe simulated gain of the proposed antenna over the interval frequency
band from 2.4 to 5.8 GHz. The antenna gain levels obtained are about 2.6 -3.3 dBi in the range
of2.4-3.5 GHz and 3.3 – 0.48 dBi at 3.5 – 5.8 GHz. It can been seen that, the gain at the upper
frequencies are lower that the antenna gain at the lower frequencies.This is due to the crosspolarization of upper frequencies in E-plane (x-z plane) as shown in Figure 11 (a)is larger than
those of the lower frequencies. Additionally, the radiation efficiency of this proposed antenna
is approximately above 90%.
5. Conclusion
A novel wideband G-slotted and defected ground plane printed monopole antenna has been
presented as possible candidate for WLAN and WiMAX wireless applications. The optimum
dimensions of proposed antenna were found 48 × 30 × 1.6 mm³. The proposed radiating
element has achieved stable radiation pattern overall 95.1% operating frequency band extended
over 2.374-6.682 GHz. Measurement result showed good agreement with simulated one.
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